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About This Game
In the early 2000s there was this game, called "Johnny Megatone".
I used to play it on the television, and it made my infancy.
In 2011, Johnny disappeared from my country and it's been since then that I haven't been able to give it a taste again.
For some nostalgia reasons I guess, I long longed to propose something similar for the pc universe. Something like Johnny!
I also wanted my game to feel like a tribute to the original, since I miss it so much!
There were 6 arches in the authentic game and mine covers the first, settled in a forest and other beautiful places.
To sell without copyright problems, the whole artistic side of the project was made completely by me using Photoshop.
Some backgrounds and sounds were obtained from the internet, but always copyright-free.
Scripting was also developed by me as well as the choice of the game engine.
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Characteristics
- There is no possibility to save. This is because I wanted to mantain a certain extent of atmosphere that also the original had (In
fact I couldn't save there!);
- On the other hand, this game can be completed in 2 hours if you never lose and are either talented or lucky;
- Movement system is choppy and kinda slow. Again, I did that on purpose because I really enjoyed it back then in Johnny;
- It is not said that a scenario change leads to a more hostic gameplay. It might be, but that's not 100% assured;
- There are some interesting secret passages you might want to find and delve deeply into;
- You'll have a pistol with 6 projectiles and 6 bombs that are needed to go on and survive; you can find supplies for them during
the course;
- Enemies respawn if you go back and forth through each screen; keep that in mind and don't waste your inventory;
- Learning the movement system might take a few tries: it's not easy to get into it and might annoy at first. Don't give up!
- You'll start your adventure with 10 lives. To increase your chances of surviving, gather up 1000 points to obtain one extra life
point;
- Avoid traps, choose right timings, kill enemies, crouch when needed, detonate bombs to destroy unstable dirt, climb ladders
and use moving platforms to go on!
- I reckon this game will be great for the ones who are curious!
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Title: John Black: Memories
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Emakestudio
Publisher:
Emakestudio
Franchise:
John Black
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2018

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (32/64 bit)
Processor: Generic CPU
Graphics: Generic GPU
Storage: 25 MB available space

English
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john black memories
There's honestly nothing better out there for game and desktop recording. That being said and before you flame this review and
start calling me a fan-boy, let me explain. I've used A LOT of screen recording software, not just the mainstream ones that most
people tend to use. Below you'll find a list of programs that I've used for various reasons such as desktop recording to show
clients how to do something on their computer and game recording to save those epic moments.
Programs used:
Camtasia
Action
D3D Gear
Fraps
BB Flashback
Bandicam
snagit
xsplit
Most of said software I've used had very clunky GUI's, high system resource usage, huge video size output, lack of advanced
settings, I mean the list just goes on and on... I also didn't mention that these too are all paid software and that I've tried free
alternatives as well however I don't really need to go into which ones as I've tried most if not all of them.
Reasons why you should pick playclaw over all of the others:
Great developer that listens to reasonable requests
Fantastic GUI and easy to navigate interface
Basic and Advanced setting to make the software usable by everyone
One of the lightest solutions on system resources
MJPEG support recording at 95% is almost lossless with a very small file size based on length of video
New Technology being added all the time
Supports ALL of those popular encoders and decoders (NVENC, QUICKSYNC and H.264 ETC)
Hardware and Software encoding options (put the system usage load where you want it to be)
On-Screen Overlays are clean and customizable with text, color, position, amount of overlays that you want on/off
VERY Stable - I've NEVER had playclaw crash not once in the 4800+ Hours I've had it on.
Seriously though with all this being said, it's a no brainer to pick playclaw over everything else...
I've even purchased several copies for my kids as well to record their games, it's been worth every penny.. For A$1.50 you can't
go wrong. The cost of a new controller and monitor when you throw one at the other, however, is considerably larger.. very good
game, no regret buying it.. One of the best games ever. But very hard so yea. And there is not any AI battles. Like AI vs AI vs
AI s you. also cursor problem.... Can't recommend, it was so buggy I wasn't able to play it despite trying for 3h. If you must go
for it, watch the refund counter.
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very nice....... I love this game. Very chilling and nice. The graphics are beautiful and the game brings very nice feeling of a
good game. More games like this please! Recommended!. Wow...what a waste of time. Dialog, then lameness at the end. Lol....I
wasted good bandwidth on this demo! you know how many tree's died for that? :P. Jigsaw puzzles are best in real life, not in a
video game.. This game is truely amazing!
An absolute masterpiece!
BEST GAME ON STEAM!!!. With YouTube integration removed, this game is now just a bad and sad BeatSaber wannabe
(even though it came before BeatSaber). The whole point of this game was the custom music from YouTube - without it, it's
pretty useless.. tldr:
A game that has a lot of fun and interesting puzzels, a lot of love has been put into this game!

Longer:
Art: There is a really nice artstyle that will likely stand the test of time. It is made in Unity which blew my mind because I
thought it was Unreal Engine 4 stuff but alas it was Unity!
Gameplay: Cool and interesting puzzels, some familiar puzzels from other games but also a variety of new puzzels I had not
encountered before (Wont mention them since it would be a spoiler).
Story: When you are not solving puzzels you are absorbing a nice and interesting story that does not take itself to seriously

Just buy it already it is just 20 EUR. I really enjoyed this game. Not so many puzzles but a lot of clue collecting to help solve the
case! I really hope they remaster some more of the older games as some do not work on newer computers which is
disappointing.. Very fun arcade game to play with friends.
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